Activation Nature Park Frankenwald DLFF-060 07.mayy 2011
In our last year planning we had also the idea to
be active from nature park Frankenwald. However the season was so fast over and so it was
a part from our 2011-planning. So I started at

Manfred DF6EX handing out DLFF060 on 20+40 meters

friday, april 29th in the area with my xyl to find
a location for this activity. When we were back
from the tour, I got the information that Klaus
DL1ASF will be active from DLFF-060 at april,
30. After his activation we talked about his
result and for a moment we were in doubt but
then decided to make also an activation from
there one week later. So we had a bit mixed
feelings when we started at may 07 at 0430utc
ffrom home. Our
tteam consisted by Günther DC2RK who offers us for all activitties his valua
able trailer,
g
generator
a
and is mainly
rresponsible
tthat all our
o
operations till
ttoday were so
ssuccessful.
X
Xaver DK4RM
m
manned the
3
30/17-metter station,
JJosef DO6RZ
g
gave out the
ccounter in
Xaver DK4rm on 30/17 meters and Josef DO6RZ in PSK31

PSK and Manfred DF6EX on 40/20-meter. Our
main-target was to hand out DLFF-060 especially in CW. When we arrived in the park-area
on a large parking-place mear Marktleugast
with a clear shot to all directions we installed
the double-dipoles 8 meters up between the
trees. Stations were an FT2000D, FT990 and
FT950. Our first contact was with EW6AF at
0658UTC. The beginning was a bit strange, no
interest on 20meters. So at first we thought
that it will be a very heavy run. But then we
moved and especially 40 meters offered a
good QSO-rate. Our best hour was with 162
QSO. We had a beautiful sunny day and the
weather was nearly perfect. Our time-table
was as usual around five hours, so we closed
the at 1137 UTC with DL1RMJ made it as the last

Günther DC2RK relaxing after a well-done job

sstation in our log. The
final result showed 629
ccontacts in the log. Alttogether 584 different
sstations got the DLFF0
060 counter from us.
A
Also our main-target
ccould be well fullfilled
w
with 60% CW-contacts.
3
37,5% of the QSO were
m
made in SSB and 2,5%
iin PSK31. Thanks to all
sstations who called us
a
and made this operatio
on again a success.

Our complete arrangement in DLFF-060 with beautiful nature

Further infos at:
http://blog.winqsl.com
and in german at
http://www.u23.de
All contacts will be uploaded as usual to
the WFF-database.
All contacts will be confirmed with a
special DA0CW-WFF-QSL-card from our
QSL-manager Heinz DL7RAG.
73, 44, Team DA0CW/p

